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Salvaged architectural and industrial remnants are repurposed throughout
this Birmingham home — including in the master bath — which began life
as a farmhouse early in the 1900s. Architect and designer Michael Poris,
owner of Birmingham's McIntosh Poris Associates, built the spa shower,
which shimmers with floor-to-ceiling golden glass tiles, around the bath's

ALESSIO
CUSTOM INTERIORS

only window and enclosed it with a frameless Euro door to fill the room
with light. Clean, white porcelain sinks add a modern contrast to their
supporting raw, 2-inch-thick, circa-1880s fir planks — found by Marisa
Gaggino at Royal Oak's Heritage Co. II Architectural Artifacts and finished
by her husband, Richard Gage, of Richard Gage Design Studio in Hazel
Park. Below the sinks, Gage galvanized and finished the plumbing tracks
with dainty, out-turned feet.

Wishing for a functional and beautiful kitchen? Beautiful

results. Carefully crafted and managed. Call the craftsmen of
Alessio Custom Interiors. Free Consultation.

517 974 3457
www.alessiointeriors.com

Restore Your Dirty, Stained Grout to Like-New Condition!
"We wanted to be able to walk in and see a sea of mirror," says Jodi
Caden, who designed the master bath of this Bloomfield Hills home. Pale
hues, shimmering antiqued mirrors and glass, and stainless steel exude

The Grout Cleaning & Restoration Experts!

,
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understated yet luxurious 1920s Hollywood glamour. The large wall, with a
prominent, stepped-out sink base, is entirely mirrored and punctuated with
petite glass-and-steel sconces. The mirrored wall above the vanity reflects

(855-554-7688)

the windowed bath across the room. A mohair-covered stool sits beside a
wall with three drawers, which opens to reveal a mini fridge, stocked with
juices and bottled water. Custom feet at the base of the cabinets add an

In-Home Estimates!

elegant sculptural effect while a toe-kick behind means no dust bunnies.
Builder Ben Heller,
president of Morgan-Heller
Associates in Pontiac,

Jewish Owned and Operated I
We couldn't be happier with the job GrouttikeNew did on
our master bath. Can't recommend them highly enough! " I
Phil & Michelle B. - West Bloomfield
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Kitchens • Countertops

Not valid with any other offer I
Expires 12/31 /13.

Bathrooms o Backsplashes

collaborated with designer
Carrie Long, of Carrie Long
Interiors in Birmingham,
on this Bloomfield Hills
home. The powder room,

Let Eskimo Jacks come to you!
Rent an Eskimo Jacks
Party Cart for...

tucked into a back hallway,
is fitted with a custom
beveled floating mirror

• Weddings
• Bar & Bat Mitzvahs
• Birthday Parties

backed with LED lighting
atop lengths of stone and
glass for a luminous floorto-ceiling backsplash.

tc

from Advance Plumbing

The Eskimo Jacks Party Cart features
up to SIX flavors of cookies and up to
SIX kinds of ice cream. Think of all the
combinations your guests can create!

in Walled Lake adds a

Parties start as low as $3.75* per sandwich!

A simple chrome faucet

jewelry feel to the clean
lines of the floating custom

Call to schedule your event!

maple vanity, fitted with
a rectangular porcelain
above-mount sink.

'Minimum of 100 sandwiches - eat them all yourself,
or maybe invite some guests.
Parties available anywhere in Metro Detroit.
••Travel charges may apply.

248.352.5695
artisan c

'es ice cream
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or visit eskimojacks.com
1865160
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